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Abstract

Conclusions & Discussion

Mary Shelley’s novel Frankenstein brings up the question:
When do we draw the line on technological Artificial
Intelligence (AI) advancement? The importance of this is
that we need to be able to control the technology that we
produce. Humans always strive for an advancement in
technology, and AI is one of the more advanced concepts.
Mary Shelley introduces this problem with Frankenstein
when he creates a creature which cannot be controlled by
its creator. Humans have begun to tinker with this new
technology, yet mankind does not fully understand AI.

Creating a fully functional AI robot would be like playing
God. This can go against many religions all around the
world. Just like Frankenstein was not capable of
controlling the creature he made, we might not be ready
for the consequences of creating a functional AI.
Furthermore, the novel Frankenstein relates an
experience with creating a creature, and the possible
events that could occur with creating an AI.
Frankenstein goes through several events with the
creature that show emotion and have Frankenstein
question if his actions were ready to be accepted by
society. Some further research on this subject would
include when do we stop gaining further knowledge,
along with what consequences would creating this new
AI bring.

Key points
● Human desire is inevitable.
● The creation of AI interferes with religious beliefs.
● This creation defines us as a superior race wanting to
make actions easier for us.
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